JUNIOR SCHOOL
SUMMER EXAMINATION REVISION 2019
FORM 1
ENGLISH
There are three skill areas: speaking and listening, reading and writing.
The work you do throughout the spring and summer terms accounts for 60% of your examination mark as
follows:
Speaking and listening:
Group discussion
20%
Reading:
Letter based on a class novel (done as a CA)
20%
Exercise Book Upkeep:
Consistency and quality of work produced for classwork and
Homework
20%
The examination format is as follows:
Examination:
1 hour
Writing task:
Functional writing
40%
There is emphasis on using the PEE (point, evidence, explanation) format to:
 Structure your written work
 Develop your response to reading
You will also have done a structured spelling programme and completed five literacy booklets throughout the
year.
To help you do this:

1. Look carefully over the work you have done throughout the year and identify any problems
you have. For example: spelling, grammar, punctuation, paragraphing.

FRENCH

2. Talk to your teacher and/or use a textbook or notes to help you tackle these problems.
3. Make full use of opportunities to practise examination techniques in class.
4. Go over this work and assess what you have done well and how you could improve.

(Speaking, Grammar and Writing)
Speaking:

In class time, tested at beginning of 3rd term
Oral questions provided by your teacher

Writing & Grammar:

Examination paper during examination week
Practice writing sentences about yourself, your age, your birthday, your brothers
and sisters, where you live, describing your home, talking about your pet(s), what
you like and what you don’t like, describe someone else in your family.
How to say ‘my’ and ‘your’
The verbs ‘avoir and être’
Adjective agreements.

GEOGRAPHY
Examination:

1 hour.

Revision required from the following booklets:
Where in the World?
Mapping our World.
Northern Ireland.
The examination will test the following areas:
 Latitude and longitude and time zones.
 Short factual questions on the key ideas and terms from the booklets.
 OS skills tested by using a 1: 50,000 map.
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 Northern Ireland and Belfast maps.
 Factual questions taken from the Northern Ireland booklet.
 Practical graphing exercise using population statistics.
Revision Tips:
 Learn the meaning of key terms from the booklets, such as latitude or contour.
 Revise your map skills to include direction, distance, scale, grid references, as well as contours and crosssections.
 Be able to identify places on the “Northern Ireland” and “Belfast” maps.
 Be able to produce a longer piece of writing about Belfast which includes factual information and examples.
Exam tips:
Make sure you bring all equipment to the exam, e.g. pen, pencil, rubber, ruler, colouring pencils.

MUSIC
There are two short tests in class time and various personal assessments in the Summer term, including
composition. Each pupil will play a recorder test plus a piece/song of their own choice. Pupils should learn the
theory on Page 18 of their Music Workbooks – including names of notes, note values and Italian terms.
Revision:
Pupils should practise recorder and note reading skills on a regular basis. Practise by working through ‘The
Chicken Cluck Waddle’ and ‘Jazzamatazz’ in the Recorder Workbook.

HISTORY
Examination:

45mins (60%) + two assessed tasks (20% each)
The exam will be a combination of structured questions and skills exercise.
Questions will be taken from the list of topics below. Revise only work from
Terms 2 and 3, from notes, handouts and the textbook.

Revise:

Exploration and colonization (motives, explorers, advantages and disadvantages
- textbook ch. 12)
The Reformation (Catholic Church in Europe, Luther and Protestantism,
differences between the Catholic and Protestant Churches, Henry VIII and the
break with Rome, changes in religion in England – textbook ch. 1 and pages
26-32)
The Spanish Armada (Elizabeth and Philip and reasons for the Armada, events
during the Armada and key people, reasons for Spanish defeat – textbook pages
167-174)
The Gunpowder plot (the traditional story of the Plot and the key people
involved, the modern version of the Plot – textbook pages 77-81)
Compile a list of the key words and phrases for each topic and learn the list
thoroughly.
Practise writing paragraphs, paying attention to organisation, grammar and detail.
Review your sourcework skills.

Revision Tips:

HOME ECONOMICS
Examination:

Spelling Assessment – (10%)
Practical Assessment - Cupcakes (25%)
Written Examination - (65%)

Format of written paper:

50 minutes
Recall and data response type questions
Short answers and paragraphs

Work to be covered:

Booklet 1, 2 & 3.

Revise:

Revise all of the booklets thoroughly
Make notes on each topic
Learn key words at front of booklet
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Recipes do not need to be learnt but knowing reasons for choice of ingredients
may be useful.
Exam tips:

Look at the marks awarded for each question for example 5 marks you need to
give 5 points
Fill the available space for each question
Look for key words in the question such as ‘discuss’ ‘explain’ or ‘evaluate’.

LATIN
Examination structure:
Vocabulary (continuous assessment from January onwards)
Examination paper (translation, comprehension and background)
(1 hour)
Revision:
All vocabulary and grammar from Stages 1-7of the Cambridge Latin Course.
Stage 6 background information on “Slaves and Freedmen” (pp. 78-81).
Use www.cambridgescp.com for vocabulary testing and translation practice.

10%
90%

MATHEMATICS
Examination: 1½ hour non-calculator paper
All work covered in Form 1 will be tested. Your examination will make up 100% of your final mark.
Revision tips:

Use your Revision Sheets and Success Criteria to be sure that you have a good grasp of each topic. For
copies of these, solutions and some helpful PowerPoints and video explanations you can visit
https://www.c2kschools.net/ Sign in, click on ‘Fronter’ and go to the ‘Form 1 Revision & Support Materials
course.’ Some video examples can be found in the Form 1 Playlist of the MCB Maths Department YouTube
channel (or scan the QR code below)

Learn any rules or methods. Use any worked examples in your notes or workbooks to help you. Practise by
working through the exercises that you have previously done in class.
Make sure you have a go at the past papers which are in the Fronter course.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Length of exam:

45 minutes

Type of questions:

Short answers, short paragraphs and longer paragraphs.

What to learn:

The Christian Church – William Wilberforce, William Booth, Martin Luther King,
Corrie ten Boom, John Wesley (four out of the five should be learnt).
God and the Bible – Background to the Bible: the Bible today.
God’s relationship with his chosen people – Abraham and Moses

Coursework:

PowerPoint presentation “The Bible – A book worth dying for?”(worth 10%)

Revision:

Learn the notes in your notebook very carefully, paying attention to detail.
Make sure you know the Bible passages studied in class for Abraham and
Moses very well.
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SCIENCE
Examination:
1 hour
The examination paper will consist of a number of short and long structured questions. The examination
accounts for 70% of the summer mark. The remaining 30% is based on continuous assessment.
What you need to revise:
INTRO
How do I become a good scientist?
SIZE
Part 1
UNIT C1
Atoms
SIZE
Part 2
UNIT B1
Cells
SIZE
Part 3
UNIT P1
Earth and Space
CHANGES
Part 1
UNIT B2
How did I get here?
CHANGES
Part 2
UNIT C2
Physical changes
CHANGES
Part 3
UNIT P2
Energy (your teacher will tell you how much of
this material you will need to learn).
Revision tips:
At the end of each unit booklet are lists of the terms and skills you will be examined on. Make revision notes
and test your understanding by re-doing end of unit class tests. Get someone at home to ask you questions
(refer them to the end of each booklet). Plan your final revision over a week (one unit a day). You will not be
able to revise a year’s work the night before the exam. Parts of the course you are weak on should be revised
twice.

TECHNOLOGY
Examination Format: 1 hour
Examination Content: Topics from throughout the year. These include:








Wood
Metal
Plastic
Tools and equipment
Marking Out
The design process
Safety

There will be a design based question on the examination in addition to short answer type questions.
The examination accounts for 50% of the summer grade and will be based on the entire year’s work. The
remaining 50% is based on continuous assessment.
Each booklet for the course is available on shared resources.
Revision Tips:

Start your revision with plenty of time to spare. Make revision notes from your
booklets. Make sure you bring a ruler, sharp pencils and some colours to the
examination with you. Take care with the design question.
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